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Indian Market View 

Shares in Asia inched higher on Friday, following gains on Wall Street overnight after news of 

robust U.S. economic growth, with the Chairman of the Federal Reserve saying the United States 

does not face a large chance of near-term recession. Asian stocks rounded out a volatile month 

with gains on Friday, with Japanese shares outperforming thanks to a slide in the yen to the 

weakest level this year. The yen’s drop was part of a broader advance in the dollar after the 

Federal Reserve’s meeting. U.S. Treasury yields ticked lower. The yield on benchmark 10-year 

Treasury notes was at 3.0462 percent on Friday, compared with its U.S. close of 3.055 percent on 

Thursday. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 0.21 percent to 26,439.93 on Thursday, the S&P 500 gained 

0.28 percent to 2,914 and the Nasdaq Composite added 0.65 percent to 8,041.97. 

Nikkei 225 opened on high note and trading up 1.73%, Chinese shares nudging higher with 

ChinaA50 trading up 1.23%, ASX200 opened flat, trading up 0.51%. Hang seng opened slightly up 

and trading up 0.39%. Kospi was down 0.39 percent after hitting three-month highs on Thursday. 

Oil prices inched up on Friday, with investors trying to gauge the potential impact on supply from 

looming U.S. sanctions on Iran’s crude exports. U.S. crude was 0.03 percent higher at $72.14 a 

barrel. Brent crude fell 0.1 percent to $81.63 per barrel. 

The Indian rupee closed at 72.59 against the US dollar on Thursday, down 2 paise from 

Wednesday’s close of 72.61. 

So far, SGX Nifty traded at 11073. Expect NIFTY to open soft, hoping  that liquidity infusion by RBI 

would help revive sentiment, but fresh obligation fail on IL&FS part and oil prices roaring higher 

level would act severe pressure for NIFTY and Bank Nifty. NIFTY Future trading set up for today: 

Pivot 11060, S1:10977, R1:11113. Bank Nifty: 25299, R1: 25463, S1: 25034 
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Noted Corporate Development 

 JSW Steel will replace Lupin in the benchmark NSE Nifty 50 Index today. The Sajjan Jindal-led 

company will join Tata Steel Ltd., the only other steelmaker in the index. 

 Thyssenkrupp AG considers splitting into two companies by spinning off non-steel operations. In the 

eventuality of such an event, Thyssenkrupp would give existing investors shares of a company that 

combines elevators, industrial solutions and the components-technology business via an in-kind 

dividend. Thyssenkrupp would keep a minority stake in the so-called capital goods company, its raw 

materials trading unit and a 50 percent stake in the steel joint venture with Tata Steel Europe. 

 Yes Bank clarified that the bank had not entered into any transaction with the intention of window 

dressing of corporate accounts to conceal its NPA status. The bank also stated that it has no dealings 

with it’s three sister family offices, which was allegedly used as a conduit to undue benefits for credit 

exposure. Further the Bank stated all disclosures to stakeholders on NPA divergence was being done 

on a timely basis. 

 Astec Lifesciences announced the start of the commercial operations of its manufacturing plant in 

Maharashtra. This unit had been set up to manufacture and supply agrochemicals and intermediates. 

 Reliance Communications clarified that Paytm’s parent company-One97 Communications has filed 

petition in NCLT for dues worth Rs 20.25 crores against the telecom operator’s two arms. The matter 

is due for a hearing on Oct. 26. 

 Karnataka Bank launched QR coded two-wheeler insurance product in association with Bajaj Allianz 

General Insurance. The bank said that paperless and instant two-wheeler insurance policy could be 

issued in two minutes now. 

 Central Bank invoked pledge on the shares of Rolta India’s arm. The arm had pledged 2.5 crore equity 

shares held by parent Rolta India. The bank had sanctioned credit facilities worth Rs 56 crores to the 

arm. Invoking of pledge of these shares started from Sept. 19 as the total number of shares held in 

the books of the book crossed 5 percent. The bank stated that Rolta India’s arm recently defaulted in 

servicing of interest, principal repayment and margin requirement. 

 Redington said it will buyback 1.1 crore shares representing 2.78 percent of the total number of 

equity shares at a price of Rs 125 per share. The buyback amount aggregates to Rs 139 crores. The 

record date is set for Sept. 28. 

 Kesoram Industries received approval from the Karnataka government for acquisition of 675 acres of 

land for mining activities). The company said that the acquisition would augment its existing reserves 

of limestone. 
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SGX Nifty: Daily and Weekly Chart  
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Disclaimer 

This is solely for information of clients of KantilalChhaganlal Securities and does not construe to be an investment advice. It 

is also not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase and sale of any financial instruments. Any action taken by you 

on the basis of the information contained herein is your responsibility alone and KantilalChhaganlal Securities its subsidiaries 

or its employees or associates will not be liable in any manner for the consequences of such action taken by you. We have 

exercised due diligence in checking the correctness and authenticity of the information contained in this recommendation, 

but KantilalChhaganlal Securities or any of its subsidiaries or associates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for 

any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this 

recommendation or any action taken on basis of this information. Technical analysis studies market psychology, price 

patterns and volume levels. It is used to forecast future price and market movements. Technical analysis is complementary 

to fundamental analysis and news sources. The recommendations issued herewith might be contrary to recommendations 

issued by KantilalChhaganlal Securities in the company research undertaken as the recommendations stated in this report is 

derived purely from technical analysis. KantilalChhaganlal Securities has based this document on information obtained from 

sources it believes to be reliable but which it has not independently verified; KantilalChhaganlal Securities makes no 

guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability as to its accuracy or completeness. The 

opinions contained within the report are based upon publicly available information at the time of publication and are 

subject to change without notice. The information and any disclosures provided herein are in summary form and have been 

prepared for informational purposes. The recommendations and suggested price levels are intended purely for trading 

purposes. The recommendations are valid for the day of the report however trading trends and volumes might vary 

substantially on an intraday basis and the recommendations may be subject to change. The information and any disclosures 

provided herein may be considered confidential. Any use, distribution, modification, copying, forwarding or disclosure by 

any person is strictly prohibited. The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer 

to purchase or sell any security or other financial product or instrument. The current performance may be unaudited. Past 

performance does not guarantee future returns. There can be no assurance that investments will achieve any targeted rates 

of return, and there is no guarantee against the loss of your entire investment. POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

DISCLOSURE (as on date of report) Disclosure of interest statement – Analyst interest of the stock /Instrument(s): - No. Firm 

interest of the stock / Instrument (s): - No. 
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